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RAUL SACRISTAN 
Editor 
 

Skills 
 
Off-Line Editing, Visual Narrative & Story-Telling Avid / Premiere / FCP, Current Affairs & 
Documentaries  

 
Credits 
 
Discovery + – What Killed Maradona: 1 x 50min  
The untold story of Diego Maradona's extraordinary life. Interviews with those close to the 
talented footballer reveal the different factors which may have contributed to his untimely death 
at 60.  
ITN Productions 
 
NETFLIX – Lost Pirate Kingdom – 2 x 45min  
The end of the War of the Spanish Succession in 1713 and around 1720, as many unemployed 
seafarers took to piracy to make ends meet, when a surplus of sailors after the war led to a decline 
in wages and working conditions. This revived Caribbean trade provided rich new pickings for a 
wave of piracy. World Media Rights 
 
Discovery Channel (US) & Channel 4 (UK) – Lost Beast Of The Ice Age – 1 x 90min  
A team of international scientists seek out well-preserved remains of woolly mammoths, woolly 
rhino, wolves, and cave lions that once roamed Siberia. Working in tunnels dug by locals on the 
hunt for valuable giant mammoth tusks, their findings may reveal extraordinary new evidence 
that could lead us closer to answering one of the biggest mysteries of the ice age – what caused 
the woolly mammoth to go extinct? Renegade Pictures 
 
BBC Panorama – Aleppo: Life Under Siege – 1 x 30min  
Ob-Doc documentary. The battle for Aleppo, Syria's largest city and once home to over two million 
people, is in its fourth year of civil war. Divided between opposition-held east and government-
controlled west, ordinary civilians are suffering on both sides. The film is an intimate portrait of 
ordinary people struggling to stay alive, including a civil-defence volunteer who risks death to save 
his fellow citizens. BBC One Productions 
 
Channel 4 – Unreported World: Banged Up for Blasphemy – 1 x 30min 
Marcel Theroux meets people - including children - who've fallen foul of Pakistan's strict 
blasphemy laws, and the lawyers and activists who are determined to see them sentenced to 
death. Quicksilver Media  
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Discovery Channel (US) & Channel 4 (UK) – Lost Beast Of The Ice Age – 1 x 90min 
A team of international scientists seek out well-preserved remains of woolly mammoths, woolly 
rhino, wolves and cave lions that once roamed Siberia. Working in tunnels dug by locals on the 
hunt for valuable giant mammoth tusks, their findings may reveal extraordinary new evidence 
that could lead us closer to answering one of the biggest mysteries of the ice age – what caused 
the woolly mammoth to go extinct? Renegaded Pictures  
 
Channel 4 – Unreported World: Forced to Be Fat – 1 x 30min  
Sahar Zand reports from Mauritania in West Africa, where young girls and women are being force 
fed up to 10,000 calories a day because, when it comes to marriage, big is deemed beautiful. 
Quicksilver Media  
 
ITV Exposure  – Great Ormond Street: The Child First and Always? – 1 x 50min 
The film reveals some children were over-treated with potentially harmful drugs, interviews 
families about their child's treatment and asks whether the hospital could have revealed more 
to former and current patients about a series of critical reviews. Amazing Productions    
  
Channel 4 – Unreported World: South Africa's Deadly Gold Rush – 1 x 30min 
Seyi Rhodes meets miners who are risking their lives deep underground in South Africa's 
abandoned gold mines, which are controlled by violent gangs and surrounded by lawless 
settlements. Quicksilver Media  
 
Brexit: The Battle For Britain – 1 x 60min  
On 23 June, Britain was hit by a political earthquake. Within hours of the EU referendum result, 
the prime minister resigned, the pound was falling, and Westminster was reeling. So how and 
why did this political revolution happen, and how does it stand to reshape Britain's politics? BBC's  
political editor Laura Kuenssberg tells the inside story of how David Cameron's referendum plan 
backfired, and Vote Leave won. BBC Two Production   
 
BBC Panorama – Aleppo: Life Under Siege – 1 x 30min  
Ob-Doc documentary. The battle for Aleppo, Syria's largest city and once home to over two 
million people, is in its fourth year of civil war. Divided between opposition-held east and 
government-controlled west, ordinary civilians are suffering on both sides. The film is an 
intimate portrait of ordinary people struggling to stay alive, including a civil-defence volunteer 
who risks death to save his fellow citizens.  BBC One Productions   
 
BBC Stories – World’s Most Dangerous Cities – 1 x 25min   
Papua New Guinea has been described as one of the most dangerous countries in the world for 
women. Some estimates say that 70% of women in PNG will be raped in their lifetime.  
BBC Productions   
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BBC Panorama – Police Under Pressure – 1 x 60min  
With a surge of violent crime in London and recorded crime rising across the country, Panorama 
films with four police forces to ask if Britain's police can cope. The film reveals forces stretched 
to crisis point by eight years of austerity and a national shortage of detectives.  
BBC One Productions   
 
5Star – Prison Life  – 2 x 45min   
Prison Life: Raw & Real uses uniquely captured footage intercut with personal accounts by ex-
convicts and former wardens. From how drugs get inside, to when fights and riots kick off, this is 
a no-holds barred visceral account of the secrets behind bars that only prisoners could know. 
Kalel Productions    
 
BBC Panorama – North Korea's Secret Slave Gangs – 1 x 30min 
Panorama investigates North Korean modern-day slavery. It is thought that more than one 
hundred thousand North Korean workers are posted abroad to earn money for the cash-
strapped regime - money that is being ploughed into Kim Jong-un's nuclear weapons 
programme. An international consortium of journalists has filmed undercover to reveal secret 
work gangs operating in Russia, China and Poland. BBC One Productions   
 
Channel 5 – Paul Connolly Investigated; Ep2 – 1 x 60min  Paul Connolly delves into consumer 
affairs and the world of fraud, a crime that has reached epidemic levels.  ITN Productions   
 
BBC Three – Anxiety & Me: I Blame My Parents – 1 x 20min  23-year old Dammy confronts her 
mum about her longstanding issues by having the type of brutally honest discussions that many 
of us so often avoid. Keen not to upset her mum, Dammy has learnt to just stay silent. Through 
an emotional and frank therapy session, their relationship is put under the microscope. BBC Three 
Productions   
 
BBC Three – Rogue State – 1 x 20min  A referendum on Catalan independence, which the 
Spanish government deemed illegal, ended with voting civilians being beaten by riot police. 
Young people in Barcelona are taking to the streets to express their hopes and fears for the 
future. Some want to see the creation a whole new country, while others remain loyal to Spain. 
BBC Three  
 
Channel 4 –  Unreported World: Rebuilding Generation War – 1 x 30min  Yousra Elbagir visits the 
Mowasah hospital in Jordan where Doctors Without Borders surgeons are helping innocent 
victims of the wars in Syria, Iraq and Yemen. Quicksilver Media  
 
Discovery US – Wartime Crimes - Episode 4: The Zoot Suit Riots – 1 x 48min  In pre-war America 
street gangs were on the rise. The media stirred up panic about young Mexicans and Latinos. 
When WWII began, racial tensions increased, and they were quickly portrayed as a significant 
threat, leading to a racial boiling point. Symmetry Entertainment  
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BBC Panorama – Britain’s Food and Farming: The Brexit Effect – 1 x 30min  Brexit marks a seismic 
shift for the UK's food and farming industry. Panorama's Tom Heap talks to insiders who claim 
Brexit will mean higher prices, lower quality and less choice on the shelves. The programme also 
travels to the USA, where farming is run on an industrial scale. Will UK consumers back British 
farmers or switch to potentially cheaper imports of hormone-filled meat from abroad? 
BBC One Productions   
 
BBC Panorama – London Tower Fire: Britain’s Shame? – 1 x 30min  Richard Bilton investigates 
what happened that terrible night, as well as the grief and anger surrounding one of Britain's 
worst fire disasters in living memory, which occurred in one of its richest boroughs. Why were the 
fears of residents about fire safety ignored and why did the flames rip so quickly through the 
council tower block? BBC One Productions   
 
BBC Panorama – Election 2017: What just happened? – 1 x 30min  Theresa May's election gamble 
has resulted in a catastrophic outcome for the Conservatives, whilst Jeremy Corbyn has defied 
many expectations. Following the election that's changed the face of British politics, Nick 
Robinson asks how and why it happened. BBC One Productions   
 
BBC Panorama – Manchester Attack: Terror at the Arena – 1 x 30min  Tina Daheley reports on 
the attack targeted on the audience of thousands of young and teenage girls as they left a pop 
concert. She hears from concert attenders and parents and investigates the community context 
and the extremist Islamist links behind the mass murder committed by the suspected suicide 
bomber, a 22-year-old man born of Libyan parents in the city. BBC One Productions   
 
The Listening Post: Mexico media battles impunity – 1 x 25min  In Mexico, journalists face 
intimidation and assassinations but is the media business in crisis, too? Plus, how fake news pays 
for partisan media. Al Jazeera Media Network   
 
BBC Panorama – Westminster Terror Attack – 1 x 30min  UK Parliament came under attack in the 
most serious terror incident in the country for over a decade. Speaking to witnesses and the 
injured, BBC Panorama pieces together what happened during the attack The programme also 
investigates the life of Khalid Masood to ask what motivated him to carry out this fatal terror 
attack in the heart of London. BBC One Productions   
 
The Listening Post: Media, old and new, drive France's presidential – 1 x 25min  Media, old and 
new, driving the presidential campaign in France. Also, the Five Star Movement and the threat 
of fake news in Italy. Al Jazeera Media Network  
 
BBC Panorama – Labour: Is The Party Over? – 1 x 30min Deputy political editor John Pienaar asks 
if Labour is on the brink of self-destruction. Panorama spent the summer in Brighton, on the 
frontline for the battle for the soul of Labour. In one corner, Momentum fights off ugly allegations 
of bullying, anti-Semitism and hard-left entryism. In the other, the party's 'moderates' fear 
election annihilation and deselection. BBC One Productions   
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The Listening Post: Reporting the rise of Europe's populist parties – 1 x 25min The challenges of 
covering the rise of the far right in Europe. A wave of attacks by Palestinian youth last year 
prompted Israel to blame social media. Al Jazeera Media Network   
 
The Listening Post: The future of journalism under President Trump – 1 x 25min Will the White 
House press corps fall in line or fight back with the adversarial journalism American reporters 
used to be known for? Al Jazeera Media Network  
 
BBC Panorama – BHS: How Did It Happen? – 1 x 30min  The way in which millions of pounds were 
made from BHS has been branded the 'unacceptable face of capitalism'. 11,000 people lost their 
jobs as a black hole opened in the pension fund. Panorama investigates the multimillion-pound 
deals and cut-throat business practices that made former owner Sir Philip Green and his family 
very rich while the retailer fell on hard times. BBC One Productions   
 
The Listening Post: Netanyahu's media manipulation – 1 x 25min Netanyahu's media scandal - 
the story of the tape that caused "explosions" across Israel. Plus, the dilemma Zimbabwean 
journalists face when covering Mugabe. Al Jazeera Media Network  
 
Encounters With Evil – Series 1 Ep4 – 1 x 60min Encounters with Evil brings you expert analysis 
and interviews with those closest to the cases to explore the minds of the perpetrators of the 
world's most notorious crimes. ITN Productions for CBS Reality   


